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(54) ACTIVE MATRIX TYPE LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY ELEMENT

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To provide the active matrix type liquid

crystal display element which enables picture elements

to be increased in density and number by narrowing

down intervals of connection pads and electric

conductors and is improved in manufacture yield.

CONSTITUTION: Connection electric conductors 103 of

signal lines in even columns are arranged in a 1st wiring

layer and connection electric conductors 101 of signal

lines in odd columns are arranged in a 2nd wiring layer.

The 1st wiring layer and 2nd wiring layer are insulated by

an insulation layer 108. Thus, the electric conductors are

distributed and arranged in the two wiring layers, so the

number of electric conductors arranged in each wiring

layer is a half as large as the number of electric

conductors which are arranged in only one layer as before and the electric conductor intervals

d3 are doubled. Thus, the occurrence rate of a short-circuit defect and an open-circuit defect

in the manufacture process of the connection electric conductors is decreased to greatly

improve the manufacture yield.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Page 1 of 1

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 11 The top view showing the connection pad connected to connection wiring and this of the signal

line of the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention.

[Drawing 21 The sectional view of the active component substrate of the active-matrix mold liquid crystal

display component of this invention.

[Drawing 31 Drawing showing the production process of the active component substrate of the active-matrix

mold liquid crystal display component of this invention.

[Drawing 41 The sectional view showing the structure of the conventional active-matrix mold liquid crystal

display component.

[Drawing 51 The top view showing the connection pad connected to connection wiring and this of the signal

line of the conventional active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component.

[Drawing 61 The sectional view of the active component substrate of the active-matrix mold liquid crystal

display component of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

100 Insulating substrate

101 Connection wiring of the signal Une of an odd number train

102 Connection pad of an odd number train

103 Connection wiring of the signal line of an even number train

104 Connection pad of an even number train

105 Signal line of the even number train extended outside from a pixel field

106 107 - Through hole

108 Insulating layer

110 Active component substrate
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 11

we m m

[Drawing 21
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention is especially effective when it has a high definition pixel and its wiring

about an active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In recent years, that high definition television display, big screen graphic

display, etc. should be realized in the field of a liquid crystal display component, development of an active-

matrix mold liquid crystal display component is performed brisldy, and, partly, there are some which were

already put in practical use.

[0003] The switching element which consists of a semi-conductor as a means for controlling the drive of each

pixel is used for this active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component. This solid-state-switching

component is usually per each pixel. One piece is arranged at a time and the scanning line and the signal line

for connection with an external drive circuit One is wired at a time.

[0004] a transparency mold display is possible for such a switching element, the scanning line, a signal line,

etc., and large-area-izing is also usually easy for them - etc. - the switching element from a reason - TFT
(thin film transistor) - moreover, using transparence electric conduction film, such as ITO, on transparence

insulating substrates, such as glass, pattern formation is carried out by photofabrication, such as membrane

formation and etching, and it is arranged by wiring of the scanning line, a signal line, etc. by it.

[0005] The structure of the above active-matrix mold liquid cryst^ display components is shown in drawing

4.

[0006] This active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component The active component substrate 405 with

which the pixel electrode 403 and the connection wiring 404 of the scanning line, a signal line, etc. which

consist of TFr402 and transparence electric conduction film were arranged on the transparence insulating

substrate 401, The opposite substrate 407 with which the counterelectrode 406 which consists of transparence

electric conduction film which counters this active component substrate 405 and is prepared was arranged in

the whole surface, Have the liquid crystal constituent 408, the active component substrate 405 and the

opposite substrate 407 are made to counter in parallel, and it arranges, and among these substrates, the Hquid

crystal constituent 408 is made to pinch, and the perimeter of this substrate is sealed in the sealing agent 409,

and it is formed.

[0007] And as shown in drawing 5 , the connection wiring 404 of the above-mentioned scanning line, a signal

line, etc. is formed in the circumference part outside a pixel field, and is connected to a drive circuit like the

external liquid crystal driver LSI with the connection pad 410 arranged by the point. Moreover, the cross

section in this drawing D-D' of the active component substrate 405 is shown in drawing 6 .

[0008] The connection pad 410 which stands in a row in the connection wiring 404 pulled out from the pixel

field 501 and this is on the gate dielectric film 602 of an insulating substrate 603. It is installed successively

by one layer.

[0009] However, it sets for such a liquid crystal display component. In order to have to connect this

connection pad to the liquid crystal driver LSI as a drive circuit connected, Liquid crystal driver LSI It is the

number of output pins per piece. From 120 About 240 pads It collects into one group. Moreover, spacing dl

of the connection wiring 404 connected to spacing between these pads, and this It doubles with output pin

spacing of the liquid crystal driver LSI, and is the spacing d2 of the signal line 502 in a pixel field. It must

bring near narrowly and must arrange.

[0010] And in order to realize the high definition display of television, graphic display, etc. in recent years,

the densification of the pixel of a liquid crystal display component and high pixel number-ization are

demanded. Since it corresponds to this, the number of output pins of the liquid crystal driver LSI as a drive

http://www4.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 8/17/2006
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circuit increases increasingly. Moreover, the pin spacing With the liquid crystal driver LSI of for example, a

TAB (tape automation TEDDO bonding) mounting method With the liquid crystal driver LSI of about 390

micrometers and a COB (chip onboard) method It is in the inclination narrow-ized increasingly like about 100

micrometers. And spacing dl of the connection wiring 404 connected to the connection pad 410 and this

which are connected to the output pin of such a liquid crystal driver LSI It must no longer be narrow-ized

increasingly. Especially the connection wiring 404 has quite longer [ than the connection pad 410 ] thin line

breadth.

[001 1] However, spacing dl of the wiring 404 connected to spacing of the connection pad 410, and this in this

way The problem that especially the poor short circuits 503 and the poor open circuits 504 resulting from the

dust during contiguity wiring etc. occur frequently to the connection wiring 404 with narrow-izing in the

process of the photofabrication which manufactures the active component substrate 405 is becoming

remarkable. And this is the big cause of a fall of the manufacture yield of the active component substrate 405.

[0012]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] It is for providing about the active-matrix mold liquid crystal

display component which it accomplished in order that this invention may solve such a problem, and the

purpose solves the problem' of the poor short circuit during contiguity wiring in connection wiring of a signal

Une or the scanning line generated with narrow-izing of spacing of a connection pad, and a poor open circuit,

makes the fall of the manufacture yield there be nothing, narrow-izes spacing of a connection pad, and

realizes in the densification of a pixel, or high pixel number-ization.

[0013]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention

The connection pad for drive circuit connection, two or more scanning lines which cross in the shape of a

matrix, are arranged, and connect with the connection pad for said drive circuit connection through connection

wiring, and two or more signal-lines ****, The active component substrate with which the switching element

linked to said scanning line and said signal line and the pixel electrode linked to said switching element have

been arranged, In the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component which has the liquid crystal

constituent pinched between the opposite substrate with which the counterelectrode which counters said pixel

electrode was arranged, and said active component substrate and said opposite substrate It is characterized by

coming to arrange at least one side in a layer which is different through an insulating layer two or more

[ every / every ] among said connection wiring connected to said connection wiring connected to said

scanning Une, and said signal line.

[0014]

[Function] Connection wiring of two or more scanning lines and connection wuing of two or more signal

lines adjoin, respectively. Among connection wiring of two, one side is arranged by the 1st wiring layer, and

another side is arranged by the 2nd wiring layer. For example, connection wiring of the even-numbered

scanning line is arranged by the 1st wiring layer, and connection wiring of the odd-numbered scanning line is

arranged as the 2nd wiring layer through the insulating layer on it. And the 1st wiring layer and 2nd wiring

layer are insulated by the above-mentioned insulating layer. Thus, since wiring is distributed and arranged by

the two-layer wiring layer, wiring spacing of connection wiring arranged in per wiring layer is compared with

wiring spacing of connection wiring arranged only in one layer like before. It becomes twice.

[0015] Thus, the former By having wiring spacing of twice as many connection wiring as this, the active-

matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention can make the incidence rate of the poor short

circuit in the production process of connection wiring of the active component substrate, and a poor open

circuit able to decrease sharply, and can raise the manufacture yield sharply.

[0016]

[Example] Hereafter, one example of the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this

invention is explained to a detail based on a drawing. A target is narrowed down and explained to the active
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component substrate which is the main point of this invention especially here.

[0017] Drawing 1 is the top view showing the connection pad connected to connection wiring and this of the

signal line of the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention.

[0018] Moreover, the cross section in A-A' of this drawing, B-B', and C-C is shown in drawing 2 (a), drawing

2 (b), and drawing 2 (c), respectively.

[0019] As shown in drawing 1 , the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention The

connection pad 102 of an odd number train connected with the connection wiring 101 of the signal line of an

odd number train at the periphery on the active component substrate 1 10, i.e., the exterior of a pixel field, at

this, The connection pad 104 of an even number train connected with the connection wiring 103 of the signal

line of an even number train at this, It has the through hole 106 which connects to the connection wiring 103

of the signal line of this even number train the signal line 105 of the even number train extended outside from

the pixel field 1 1 1, and the through hole 107 which connects the connection pad 104 of an even number train.

[0020] And as shown in the sectional view of drawing 2 (b), the connection wiring 101 of the signal line of an

odd number train is arranged for the connection wiring 103 of the signal line of this even number train by the

upper layer of the 1st wiring layer as the 1st wiring layer as the 2nd wiring layer through the insulating layer

108 on the front face of an insulating substrate 100.

[0021] Although the connection wiring 103 of the signal line of an even number train is arranged as the 1st

wiring layer on the insulating substrate 100 in this way, the signal line 105 of the even number train extended

outside from the pixel field which should be connected to this, and the connection pad 104 of an even number

train are arranged by the 2nd wiring layer. Then, the insulating layer 108 was penetrated by forming the

through hole 107 as shown in the through hole 106 as shows these to drawing 2 (a), and drawing 2 (c), and it

has connected with the connection wiring 103 of a signal line.

[0022] On the other hand, connection wiring of the scanning line is also this signal line and this appearance.

Two-layer wires.

[0023] Thus, connection wiring of the scanning line of the active-matrix mold Uquid crystal display

component of this invention, or a signal line d3 which spacing of adjoining wiring in each wiring layer shows

to drawing 1 and drawing 2 (b) by being formed in two-layer Spacing dl in case it becomes like and all

wiring like wiring of the conventional technique is installed successively superficially It compares and is

abbreviation. It becomes twice as many width of face as this.

[0024] By such configuration, the incidence rate of the poor short circuit in the production process of the

connection wiring the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention Decreasing about

to 1/2, the manufacture yield improves sharply.

[0025] Next, a process is explained for the manufacture approach of the active-matrix mold Uquid crystal

display component of this invention later on. <BR> [0026] Drawing 3 is drawing showing tiie production

process of the active component substrate of tiie active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this

invention.

[0027] First, as shown in (1) of drawing 3 , the connection wiring 103 of tiie signal Une of an even number

train is arranged as tiie 1st wiring layer on the insulating substrate 100 which consists of an insulating material

like glass. Spacing of contiguity wiring of tiie connection wiring 103 of the signal Une of this even number

train is spacing of the conventional wiring, as mentioned above. Probability for tiiat poor short circuit in a

production process to occur since it has doubled It becomes about 1/2. Moreover, the gate electrode 201 and

tiie scanning Une 202 of TFT are arranged in a pixel field at tiiis time.

[0028] Next, as shown in (2) of drawing 3 , an insulating layer 108 is formed after tiie connection wiring 103

of tiie signal line of tiie above-mentioned even number train.

[0029] And on tiiis insulating layer 108, tiie TFT switching element 203 and tiie pixel electrode 204 which

consist of an a-Si (amorphous silicon) layer etc. as shown in a pixel field (3) of drawing 3 and (4) are formed.

And in tiie exterior of a pixel field, i.e., tiie periphery of tiie active component substrate 1 10, as shown in (5)
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of drawing 2 , through holes 106 and 107 are drilled in the insulating layer on a connection part with the

signal line 105 from the pixel field of the connection wiring 103 of the signal line of the above-mentioned

even number train, and a connection part with the connection pad 104 of an even number train. At this time,

by the scanning-line side (illustration abbreviation), opening is drilled in the insulating layer on the connection

pad arranged by connection wiring of the scanning line, and the connection pad by the side of the scanning

line is exposed to the front face of the insulating layer of the active component substrate 1 10, and will be in

the condition in which the contact pin of an external liquid crystal drive circuit and connection are possible.

Since the process which drills opening in the insulating layer on such a connection pad has akeady existed

also in the conventional technique, it can drill through holes 106 and 107 within the same process as drilling

of this opening. That is, it is not necessary to add independently the process which drills such through holes

106 and 107.

[0030] Next, as shown in (6) of drawing 2 , in a pixel field, the signal line 105 of the even number train

extended out of a pixel field in a signal line 205 again from the connection wiring 101 of the signal line of an

odd number train and a pixel field and the connection pad 104 of an even number train are arranged as the

2nd wiring layer on an insulating layer 108. And by the through hole 106, the signal line 105 of the even

number train extended outside from this pixel field arranges the connection pad 104 of an even number train

again so that it may connect with the connection wiring 103 of the signal line of an even number train by the

through hole 107.

[0031] Spacing of connection wiring which the connection wiring 101 of the signal line of the odd number

train arranged by this 2nd wiring layer adjoins is spacing of the conventional connection wiring, as mentioned

above. Since it is twice, it is the probability of generating of that poor short circuit. It becomes about 1/2.

Moreover, the probability of generating of a poor open circuit also decreases sharply.

[0032] Thus, the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component of this invention The connection wiring

103 of the signal line of an even number train is arranged as the 1st wiring layer on an insulating substrate

100. The connection wiring 101 of the signal line of an odd number train is arranged as the 2nd wiring layer

through an insulating layer 108 on it, and it is on an insulating substrate at the former. Connection wiring

which was being arranged in one layer is gone up and down. It is the former about spacing of connection

wiring with which it adjoins for each class by distributing and arranging in two-layer. It can talce twice.

[0033] On the other hand, connection wiring is similarly gone up and down about a scanning-line side. It is

the former about spacing of connection wiring with which it distributes and arranges in two-layer, and adjoins

for each class. It can take twice.

[0034] Thereby, the incidence rate of the poor short circuit in the production process of the connection wiring

and a poor open circuit can be decreased sharply, and the manufacture yield can be raised by leaps and

bounds.

[0035] And a signal line and the scanning line are such. Connection wiring formed in two-layer goes up and

down the signal line and the scanning line in a pixel field through an insulating layer so that above-mentioned

explanation may also show. The manufacture approach concerning the conventional technique which is

arranged in two-layer can be applied also outside a pixel field, and the production process by the conventional

membrane formation by the photofabrication technique, conventional etching, etc. can use as it is that what is

necessary is just to change the pattern gestalt of the connection wiring and through hole.

[0036] Therefore, it is about a signal line and connection wiring of the scanning line. Since the manufacture

yield improves sharply, without adding the special process for forming in two-layer to the conventional

process, a manufacturing cost is made cheap by leaps and bounds.

[0037]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained to the detail above, the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display

component of this invention is the active-matrix mold liquid crystal display component which also realized

fast cheap-ization of a manufacturing cost by solving the problem of the poor short circuit during contiguity
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wiring in a signal line and connection wiring of the scanning line, and a poor open circuit, and realizing

narrow-ization of spacing of a connection pad, and realizing improvement in the manufacture yield, realizing

densification of the pixel of a liquid crystal display component, and high pixel number-ization.
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